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BOSAH Group Launches Find a Roommate App in Texas
DALLAS, TX (May 3, 2020) – Apartment locating
platform, Bosah Group, has again come to the rescue of
incoming graduates and young professionals with a new
app designed to connect potential roommates with each
other.
The new app, Bosah, integrates the power of Bosah Group’s
free apartment locating platform in Texas to help individuals
find both the perfect apartment and roommate in one place.
A Match Made in Bosah
Finding the perfect roommate can sometimes be a nightmare
but not anymore. With Bosah, it is as easy as liking the profile
of other users on the platform. If the other person returns the
like, then a match is automatically made. Moreover, the Bosah
app boasts a number of features to refine matches such as an
option to adjust preferences so that individuals with similar
interests and values appear on the ‘suggested screen’ first.
Users of the app can also see others who like their profile first.
Users who match can strike up a conversation in the chat
window to get to know each other before meeting in person.
Bosah Also Takes the Stress out of Apartment Searches
Finding an apartment in Texas is just as seamless. When users
launch a search for apartments, a Bosah Agent will send them a list of apartments based on their
criteria. They can then narrow down their options with the help of their new roommate.
Serial Entrepreneur and Founder of Bosah Group, Chiedu Bosah, is the mastermind behind the app.
Explaining the motivation for creating the app, he said: “Texas is growing tremendously, and we
realized that there wasn’t a medium where people could find roommates and find apartments all in
one. So, I created the Bosah app to simplify the process of finding an apartments and roommates all in
one place.
Why this is the best app for finding roommates and apartments
Of course, there are several find a roommate apps on the market, but what makes Bosah outstanding is
that users can either decide to find their apartment first or choose their roommate and then search for
an apartment together to ensure both parties are satisfied with the accommodations. But that’s not all.
Users of Bosah are rewarded for referring their friends with a $25 gift card at their preferred
restaurant or store. There is also an incentive for clients who use the Bosah Group to find apartments.
They can choose between two rewards: a $100 visa gift card or 2 hours of moving service for free.
Users of the app can also benefit from the networking events the Bosah hosts for users and clients.
The Bosah app is available for free download in the Google and Apple app stores. For further
information, visit: Thebosahapp.com.
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